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Abstract. A well-known problem in designing high-level parallel programming
models and languages is the “granularity problem”, where the execution of paral-
lel task instances that are too fine-grain incur large overheads in the parallel run-
time and decrease the speed-up achieved by parallel execution. On the other hand,
tasks that are too coarse-grain create load-imbalance and do not adequately uti-
lize the parallel machine. In this work we attempt to addressthis issue with a con-
cept of expressing “composable computations” in a parallelprogramming model
called “Capsules”. Such composability allows adjustment of execution granular-
ity at run-time.
In Capsules, we provide a unifying framework that allows composition and ad-
justment of granularity for both data and computation over iteration space and
computation space. We show that this concept not only allowsthe user to express
the decision on granularity of execution, but also the decision on the granularity
of garbage collection, and other features that may be supported by the program-
ming model.
We argue that this adaptability of execution granularity leads to efficient paral-
lel execution by matching the available application concurrency to the available
hardware concurrency, thereby reducing parallelization overhead. By matching,
we refer to creating coarse-grain Computation Capsules, that encompass multi-
ple instances of fine-grain computation instances. In effect, creating coarse-grain
computations reduces overhead by simply reducing the number of parallel com-
putations. This leads to: (1) Reduced synchronization costsuch as for blocked
searches in shared data-structures; (2) Reduced distribution and scheduling cost
for parallel computation instances; and (3) Reduced book-keeping cost maintain
data-structures such as for unfulfilled data requests.
Capsules builds on our prior work, TStreams, a data-flow oriented parallel pro-
gramming framework. Our results on an SMP machine using the Cascade Face
Detector, and the Stereo Vision Depth applications show that adjusting execution
granularity through profiling helps determine optimal coarse-grain serial execu-
tion granularity, reduces parallelization overhead and yields maximum applica-
tion performance.

1 Introduction

Parallel programming is difficult [18]. Even more daunting is the task of writing a par-
allel program that executes efficiently on varying amounts of available concurrency
withoutsource code modification. Different platforms provide a different level of hard-
ware parallelism, for example, the Cell B.E. processor has 1Power Processing Element



(PPE) and 8 Synergistic Processing Elements (SPEs), whereas the Intel Core2 Duo pro-
cessor has upto four general purpose cores. In all these examples, the available hardware
parallelism varies depending on the platform. Even on a given platform, depending on
the workload mix, the parallelism available for a given application may change over
time. Clearly, an application programmer would like to exploit all available hardware
parallelism without having to re-compile code (on the same platform). The traditional
solution was to extract all potential application parallelism and map it evenly among
the available processors. However, if the granularity of parallel tasks is too fine, and the
available hardware concurrency does not match the application concurrency, the appli-
cation would incur excessive run-time overhead in executing the fine-grain computa-
tions on the limited available hardware. Ideally, one wouldlike to shield the application
programmer from the vagaries of resource availability while maximizing performance.
Therefore, there is a need to dynamically adapt the application granularity (without
change in source code) to match the available hardware parallelism and thus reduce the
parallelization overhead.

Current parallel programming models lack the semantic ability to express a granu-
larity adaptation mechanism for parallel tasks, where the granularity of execution could
be changed for greater execution efficiency. Previous high-level parallel programming
models such as Jade [9, 16, 17], Cilk [2], OpenMP [3, 6, 8] and even surveys [1] on par-
allel programming trends have acknowledged the problem of high run-time overhead
when executing fine-grain computations. However, the granularity problem is not ad-
dressed at the programming model level and the programmer isleft to encode parallel
tasks to have sufficient granularity to avoid high parallelization overheads.

In this paper, we introduce the Capsules parallel programming model, which ex-
poses the notion of composable computations and in-turn allows the dynamic adjust-
ment of execution granularity for concurrent tasks. The application is written with the
granularity that makes sense from the point of view of the application. Capsules pro-
vides software abstractions that allow dynamic composition of fine-grained computa-
tions into coarser grain modules when there are insufficienthardware resources. Such a
dynamic composition results in a two-fold advantage: (1) The run-time needs to manage
fewer parallel tasks thus reducing the book-keeping, scheduling, and distribution over-
heads. (2) The synchronization costs for shared data accessis reduced by amortizing
these overhead costs within the more useful work done for thecomposed coarse-grain
computations.

We show that the Capsules model is a unifying framework that allows the applica-
tion programmer to not only make decisions on adjusting the granularity of execution,
but also allows him/her to adjust the granularity of other features. Features such as
garbage collection (GC) of items can be made to occur at different granularities de-
pending on how aggressive the programmer would like it to be.Similarly, features such
as check-pointing and debugging can also occur at differentgranularities.

To evaluate the Capsules programming model and its run-time, we have parallelized
two applications, namely: (1) The Cascade Face Detector (FD) [19] and (2) the Stereo
Vision Depth (SV) [20] algorithm. Our results show that increasing the execution gran-
ularity helps reduce run-time overhead, and simultaneously yield an increase in perfor-
mance.



2 Reducing Run-time overhead

In most parallel programming models, overhead is caused duringsynchronization points,
which represents access to shared data either through explicit put/get[11, 14, 15, 13,
7] calls or implicitly through data access mechanisms such as closuresandcontinua-
tions[2] or access declarations[16]. There may also be book-keeping costs incurred to
track the data requirement of computations/tasks running concurrently. Scheduling and
distribution of tasks also contribute to this overhead. Therefore, the total overhead cost
in such parallel systems is directly proportional to the number of concurrent tasks that
execute and the number of synchronization points reached bythose concurrent tasks
during the entire application execution.

Therefore, in the absence of sufficient hardware concurrency, it is important to re-
duce this cost of parallelization. This can be achieved partially by reducing the total
number of parallel tasks the run-time system needs to manageduring the execution of
a parallel program. Reducing the total number of tasks meansincreasing the amount
of computation each parallel task needs to achieve. We referto this as increasing the
granularity of parallel tasks. Decreasing the number of parallel tasks can also decrease
the number of synchronization points required to access shared data, which is also com-
posed to a coarser granularity. Synchronization points arereduced by moving the shared
data accesses to the boundary of coarser-grain composed computations.

Our approach towards reducing the number of concurrent tasks is to create coarser-
grain tasks from finer-grain tasks dynamically during the parallel execution. The finer-
grain computations inside the coarse-grain computation then execute serially. We intro-
duce the notion of composable computations to the programming model level that en-
ables instances of fine-grain computations to be merged together to form coarse-grain
computations and at the same time reduce overall parallelization overhead.

3 Composing Computations Dynamically

In our work, we build upon the TStreams [7] parallel programming model to incorporate
the notion of Composable Computations to enable adjustablegranularity. We call our
new parallel programming modelCapsules. A user of Capsules can express maximum
potential application parallelism by defining an application task-graph using finest-grain
computational pieces and finest-grain data abstractions. Then, fine-grain computations
can be dynamically composed together by the user to form moreefficient coarse-grain
computations. The mechanisms for composability are divided into two sub-mechanism
that work orthogonal to each other. They are: (1)Composition by Iteration Space, and
(2) Composition by Computation Space. Each mechanism is dynamic, and allows run-
time determination of granularity that can affect application performance.

3.1 Software Abstractions: Step, Item, and Tag Capsules

In this section we describe software abstractions that allow expressing composable com-
putation within a parallel programming model. These abstractions are (1)StepCapsules,
(2) ItemCapsulesand (3)TagCapsules. These abstractions are similar to the primary ob-
jects in TStreams [7], and differ only in the extra information they encapsulate to allow



composability. Each Capsule object either contains onlyoneobject instance, or acol-
lectionof object instances representing a coarser-granularity. The granularity of these
Capsules is user-defined, and can be dynamically adjusted atrun-time.

To make a distinction between static and dynamic information about capsule ob-
jects, each object abstraction is separated intoSpaces[7] and Instances. The notion of
Capsule Spaces is analogous to the notion ofClassesin Object Oriented Programming
(OOP), which refers to the static specification of the object. Capsule Instances, there-
fore, are dynamic incarnations that conform to the specification of a Capsule Space (or
object class). These distinctions provide Capsules with clean object oriented semantics,
making it an easy development model for parallel programming.
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Fig. 1. Stereo Vision Depth application graph in Capsules

Figure 1 illustrates an application constructed using Capsules. The task-graph de-
notes Capsule Spaces and relationship edges that remain static during program execu-
tion. The triangular shapes represent TagCapsule Spaces that denote iteration spaces for
computation and data. The relationship between the iteration spaces and the computa-
tion and/or data is denoted by the dotted line. The oval shapes here represent compu-
tations or StepCapsule Spaces. Finally, the rectangular shapes represent data or Item-
Capsule Spaces. These store data objects communicated between computations during
program execution.

Listed below are the three basic objects found in TStreams that we use and extend
from in Capsules:

Tag Instances are unique identifiers for a given Step or an Item instance (similar
to Tuples in Linda [5]). Tags are multi-dimensional, where each dimension represents
an iteration dimension specifying a range of possible values. These dimensions can
be of any arbitrary type but only integer Tag dimensions are supported in the current
implementation. A Collection of Tag Instances are called TagCapsule Instances.

Step Instances are function calls to the finest-grain user-defined indivisible compu-
tations. Each step instance is uniquely identified by a parametrizing Tag instance. Step
instances produce Item instances or Tag instances via the producer relation. They also
produce ItemCapsule instances and TagCapsule instances. Step instances also consume



Item instances and ItemCapsule instances via the consumer relationship. A collection
of finer-grain Step Instances is called a StepCapsule Instance.

Item Instances are fine-grain data produced by other computation Step instances.
Each item instance is uniquely identified by a Tag instance. Acollection of Item In-
stances is called an ItemCapsule Instance.

Now we list objects specifically added to Capsules to allow for composability:
TagCapsules Instances are tree structures that store multiple Tag instances in a

compressed form. This is the abstraction that enables composition over iteration space.
The depthi of the tree represents the dimensioni of a Tag instance. Each tree node
consist of a Tag dimension value. Enumeration of Tags is achieved by the cross-product
of a Tag dimension value at depthi with the child Tag dimension values at depthi + 1.
Since trees have a hierarchical structure with fewer root nodes than child nodes, this
structure also specifies the hierarchical compression of the Tags dimension values at
different dimensions. Tag dimension values that are higherin the tree are compressed
more (have fewer nodes representing them) than Tag dimension values lower in the tree.

StepCapsule Instances are coarse-grain computations that are composed from other
coarse-grain Step, Item and Tag Capsules enabling composition over computation space.
StepCapsules play a dual role in the composable computationparadigm. They not only
represent coarse-grain computations, but also represent the GC boundary for an au-
tomatic constrained GC mechanism (described in detail in sec. 4.3). StepCapsule in-
stances are also hierarchical tree data-structures, whereeach non-leaf node represents a
coarse-grain computation and a leaf-nodes represents fine-grain Step instances.

ItemCapsule Instance is also a collection of Items forming a coarse-grain data
Capsule. It is also a tree structure similar to the TagCapsule instance tree. Each node
at depthi of the ItemCapsule instance tree represents the Tag dimension value of the
parametrizing TagCapsule instance tree at the same depthi. At the leaf-nodes of the
tree, the actual items are stored. The items stored in a leaf-node are parametrized by the
Tags represented by the parent hierarchy of the leaf-node.

Finally, we enumerate the Capsule primitives that specify the static relationships in
the application task-graph. These Spaces, encapsulate thecommon denominator prop-
erties of Capsule object instances that belong to the same space.

TagCapsule Spaces, contain the static dimension information, namely, the num-
ber of dimensions in the iteration space and the name of each dimension. TagCapsule
Spaces also store information about the objects theyparametrize. Parametrization is a
relationship between TagCapsule Spaces and other ItemCapsule Spaces or StepCapsule
Spaces that specify which objects the TagCapsule instancesuniquely identify.

StepCapsule Spaces contain static information about its parent StepCapsule Space,
its parametrizing TagCapsule Space and child that are contained within it. They also
contain producer/consumer relationship information between itself and other ItemCap-
sule and TagCapsule Spaces.

ItemCapsule Spaces also contain static information about its parametrizing Tag-
Capsule Space and its parent StepCapsule Space.

3.2 Reducing Synchronization Points

In Capsules, synchronization points or data-access pointsto shared data structures can
be reduced by creating coarser-grain data objects and coarser-grain computations. The
synchronization points accessing coarse-grain data are moved to theborder of the



coarse-grain computations. Each coarse-grain computation requires aserialization sched-
ule that defines the execution order of its constituent fine-grain computation. For Step-
Capsules created by composing over iteration space, the serialization schedule is deter-
mined by inspecting the StepCapsule instance’s parametrizing TagCapsule instance. For
StepCapsules created by composing over computation space,the serialization schedule
requires analysis of data-dependencies between the component computations.

Moving synchronization or data-access points to the borderof the serialization
schedule refers to the transformation required to the data-access pattern and the gran-
ularity of input ItemCapsules, such that the total number ofsynchronization points in
the application execution are reduced. When a StepCapsule instance is composed over
iteration space, moving synchronization points to the boundary of the coarse-grain Step-
Capsule depends on the relationship of the dimensions between the producer/consumer
StepCapsule Space and its ItemCapsule Space. However, for aStepCapsule instance
composed over computation space, moving synchronization points requires analysis of
the producer/consumer edge information between the composed coarse-grain StepCap-
sule Space and its ItemCapsule Spaces.

4 Composing by Computation Space

Composition over Computation Space is based on the notion ofcombining distinct com-
putations or distinct pieces of code to create coarse-graincomputations. Furthermore,
these composed computations allow further composability by combining with other
computation pieces like an erector set. This is a concept derived from functional and
procedural languages where a coarse-grain function can be composed from fine-grain
functions.

4.1 Serialization Order when Composing over Computation Space

To execute coarse-grain StepCapsules created by composition over computation space,
a serial execution schedule is required to define the execution order of the fine-grain
computations contained within it. We call this the serialization order for the coarse-grain
StepCapsule. In Capsules, programmers are only required toprovide data-dependencies
between computation with the help of producer and consumer edges. Therefore, in or-
der to construct a non-blocking serial execution schedule,a-priori resolution of data-
dependencies via edge analysis is required. We have not yet implemented the automatic
generation of a serialization schedule and leave it for future work.

4.2 Moving Synchronization Points to Coarse-Grain Computation Boundary

When composing over computation space, data access information for the composed
coarse-grain StepCapsule Space needs to be distilled from the application graph. Ex-
plicit get()calls to retrieve data from external ItemCapsule Spaces areonly required at
the beginning of the coarse-grain StepCapsule. Likewise,put()calls to produce data and
instantiate further StepCapsule instances are only neededat the end of the composed
coarse-grain computation. This transformation has also not been implemented and is
part of our future work.



4.3 StepCapsule Space: A software abstraction enabling Composition over
Computation Space

A StepCapsule Space is constructed by combining together Step/Item/Tag Capsule
Spaces. We refer to these finer-grain Spaces composed to forma coarse-grain StepCap-
sule Space asInner Spaces. A composed StepCapsule Space also contains information
about the producer/consumer relationships between the inner spaces.

A Hierarchy of Composable Computations As fine-grain StepCapsule Spaces are
composed into coarse-grain StepCapsule Spaces, a hierarchical StepCapsule tree is
formed. Eachfinest-grainStep, Item and Tag Capsule Space in the application task-
graph occursexactly onceas aleaf nodeof this tree. Each intermediate node of the tree
represents the coarse-graincomposedStepCapsule Spaces. For a given application, a
StepCapsule Space hierarchy tree can be constructed in multiple ways using an API.
Figures 1 and 2 illustrate two applications in their composed hierarchical form.
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Fig. 2. Cascade Face Detector application, with a hierarchy of StepCapsule Spaces composed over
computation space. TheScaleImageAndProcessandFaceDetectStepCapsule Spaces, along with
theScaleImageItemCapsule Space and theDetectFaceTSpaceTagCapsule Space are composed
into onecoarse-grainStepCapsule Space. This StepCapsule Space and the remainder objects
form the outermost StepCapsule Space.

Selecting a Computation Space Hierarchy Constructing the right computation space
hierarchy is dependent on how the application needs to be partitioned along its data and
computation boundaries to extract parallelism. Selectingthe best hierarchy is dependent
on complex variables such as available resources (memory and hardware concurrency),
hardware platform characteristics such as shared memory ordistributed memory, and
exploitable application parallelism. Furthermore, in future hardware platforms, which



will likely have hierarchical memory structures, the ability to hierarchically express
computations for locality would be significant for performance. For our current system,
we leave the determination of composable computation hierarchy to the application
developer.

It is important to distinguish that the computation space hierarchy is statically de-
fined by the user using the composition API. This hierarchycannotchange once the
application begins execution. However, the decision to usethe composed StepCapsule
Space for coarse-grain serial execution is made dynamically at run time for each Step-
Capsule instance. Different StepCapsule instances can therefore be made to execute
either serially in their coarse-grain form or simply allow the inner fine-grain StepCap-
sules instances to execute in parallel.

StepCapsule as a Boundary for GC and Scope The coarse-grain StepCapsule in-
stance also acts as a data-structure to maintain a GC boundary for all the ItemCap-
sules contained within it. Once all inner StepCapsule instances are done executing, the
coarse-grain parent StepCapsule instance is markedexecuted, allowing all inner Item-
Capsule instances to be GC’ed.

From a scoping perspective, inner ItemCapsule instances are visible only to inner
StepCapsule instances contained within the same coarse-grain StepCapsule instance.
However, inner StepCapsule spaces have visibility to Item/Tag Capsule spaces defined
anywhere in their parent StepCapsule Space hierarchy.

4.4 Rules for Constructing a StepCapsule

The rules for composition over computation space are summarized as restrictions that
guarantee the composed coarse-grain StepCapsule Space to be (1) atomic in execution,
(2) to be uniquely tagged, (3) to terminate and (4) to not contain any non-reachable
computations. These rules rules keep the execution model simple and avoid dead-locks
during parallel execution.

5 Composition over Iteration Space

In this section we describe the notion of composing over iteration space within the
context of parallel programming models.

Iteration space simply refers to all possible values that Tag instances can have. For
example, a TagCapsule Space< int x, int y > can span the entire space of two di-
mensional positive integer values. Therefore, the notion of composition over iteration
space is defined by a collection of Tag instances put togetherover one or more dimen-
sions of a TagCapsule Space. Since Tag instances actually parametrize computations
(Steps) and data (Items), composition over iteration spaceis said to be a generalized
form of the concept of composing together multiple instances of the same computation
or composing together multiple instances of the same data-type.

5.1 Serialization Order when Composing over Iteration Space

Similar to coarse-grain computations created by composition over computation space,
coarse-grain computations created by composition over iteration space also require a



serialization schedule for execution. The serial execution schedule of a StepCapsule
is based on the structure of its parametrizing TagCapsule instance tree. The schedule
simply traverses the sparse TagCapsule treein-order, and appends the Tag dimension
value found at depthi as the value for Tag dimensioni. At every leaf node at depthN ,
the fine-grain StepCapsule instance is executed with the specified Tag Instance.

Clearly, the serial execution order is dependent on the order of Tags in the TagCap-
sule instance tree. As Tag dimension values at any level of a TagCapsule tree are created
by a user-defined fine-grain StepCapsule function, the serialization order is therefore
created by these producers by virtue of their serial creation order.

5.2 Moving Synchronization Points to Coarse-Grain Computation Boundary
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Fig. 3. An example of Composition by Iteration Space

Reducing the number of synchronization points means reducing the number of ac-
cesses to ItemCapsule Spaces. This requires the ItemCapsule instances to be coarse-
grain so as to satisfy the data-requirements of the coarse-grain StepCapsule instance.

Retrieving any ItemCapsule instance in the Capsules programming model requires
the run-time to define its parametrizing TagCapsule instance. This TagCapsule instance
is derived from the parametrizing TagCapsule instance of the executing StepCapsule
instance. Specifically, the matching dimensions between the parametrizing TagCap-
sule spaces of both the ItemCapsule space and the StepCapsule space determine what
sub-tree in the StepCapsule instance’s TagCapsule instance will be used to retrieve the
ItemCapsule instance. The rules for valid producer and consumer relationships between
StepCapsules and ItemCapsules are summarized in the next section. The ability to ex-
press coarse-grain ItemCapsules and performing data-access on them reduces the total
number of synchronization points during program execution.

The following code example is used to explain the transformation that reduces syn-
chronization points by moving them to the coarse-grain computation boundary:

foo ( ) p a ra m e t r i z e d by TagCapsule Space<i , j >: foo<i , j >
foo<i , j > r e q u i r e s a [ i ] and b [ j ] as i n p u t
foo<i , j > produces c [ i ] [ j ] as o u t p u t

Ai = g e t I t e m (A, <i >) ;
Bj = g e t I t e m (B, <j >) ;
C i j = foo ( Ai , Bj ) ;



pu t I t em ( Ci j , <i , j >) ;

Here, if foo() is executed in its finest granularity, there are(I ∗J) instances offoo(),
each performingonesynchronizedget()on each Item SpacesA andB andonesynchro-
nizedput() on Item SpaceC to satisfy its input/output data requirements. Therefore,
overall2(I ∗ J) get()calls and(I ∗ J) put() calls are performed. However, iffoo() is
composed along a dimension of its parametrizing iteration spacei, there should then
only beJ coarse-grain instances offoo(). Each coarse-grain instance of foo< j > per-
forms only one synchronizedget()on A[0:I] and one onB[j] . Overall, there are only
(2 ∗ J) synchronizedget() calls. Similarly, each coarse-grain instance of foo< j >

performs oneput()of C[0:I,j] . Below is a code representation of the transformation:

Aa l l = g e t I t e m (A, <0: I >) ;
Bj = g e t I t e m (B, <j >) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i <= I ; i ++) {

Cj [ i ] = foo ( Aa l l [ i ] , Bj ) ;
}
pu t I t em ( Cj [ 0 : I ] , <0: I , j >) ;

This transformation reduces the number of synchronizationpoints required for foo<
i, j > by creating coarse-grain serial executions of foo< j >.

5.3 TagCapsule Space: A software abstraction enabling composition over
Iteration Space

Similar to Tag Spaces in TStreams, TagCapsule Spaces in CapsulesparametrizeItem/-
Tag Capsules Spaces. Although more general, TagCapsules enable a behavior similar
to that of tiling [4].

Since a TagCapsule instance represents a collection of Tag instances, when a Tag-
Capsule instance parametrizes a StepCapsule instance, each inner Tag instance inher-
ently parametrizes a Step instance to form a collection of parametrized Step instances.
However, from the stand point of the Capsules parallel programming model, all step
instances parametrized by the TagCapsule are denoted asonecoarse-grain StepCapsule
instance that executesatomicallyandserially over the finer-grain Step instances.

TagCapsule instances denote the same granularity for ItemCapsule instances as they
do for the StepCapsule instances they parametrize. This implies that for a given Tag-
Capsule instance onlyonecoarse-grain ItemCapsule instance would exist, where the
inner fine-grain item instances would have a one to one mapping with the inner fine-
grain Tag instances in the TagCapsule. For example, in fig. 3,the fooAndItemTagSpace
parametrizes both thefoo() StepCapsule space and the ItemCapsule Space. Therefore,
the granularity of the TagCapsule instances infooAndItemTagSpacedenotes the granu-
larity of ItemCapsule instances in ItemCapsule Space.

5.4 Rules for Composition over Iteration Space

In this section, we discuss rules that define composition over iteration space. In general,
these rules provide restrictions on certain application graphs that make composability
either expensive or impossible. We eliminate this class of application graphs to maintain
a balance between a simple and efficient parallel run-time and a parallel programming



model that is general enough to sufficiently address the composability requirements for
the class of high performance vision applications targetedin this work.

To elaborate further, these rules describe restrictions onthe dimensionsof object
spaces with producer/consumer relationships between them. In order words, these rules
define what producer/consumer relationships/edges are allowed between StepCapsule
Spaces and other Tag/Item Capsule Spaces.

For simplification, let us call the dimensions of the parametrizing TagCapsule Space
of an Item/Step Capsule Space as the dimensions of that Item/Step Capsule Space.

The rules of composition limit StepCapsule Spaces to emit into Item/Tag Capsule
Spaces that have the same number or more dimensions as itself(i.e. dimensional ex-
pansion), with matching dimensions listed in the same order. This disallows any case of
dimensional reduction, where the produced objects have fewer dimensions that the pro-
ducer. Such cases, which could lead to Tag value collisions,are invalid in the Dynamic
Single Assignment (DSA) [12] property of the underlying programming mode [7].

Consumer StepCapsule Spaces, on the other hand, can have fewer or greater dimen-
sions that their input ItemCapsule Spaces. If a consumer StepCapsule has fewer dimen-
sions, the extra dimensions on the ItemCapsule Space can be defined with the help of
dimension definition functionsspecified for the input edge. These functions can also in-
spect other ItemCapsule Spaces (also known as dependent edges) to define the missing
dimensions. However, these dependent ItemCapsule Spaces should have dimensions
fully specified by the consumer StepCapsule’s dimensions. Although an implementa-
tion specific restriction that can be removed with additional support in the API, cycles
are also currently disallowed in the application task-graph.

5.5 ItemCapsule Spaces: Composed over Iteration Space

When creating coarse-grain computations by composing overiteration space (sec. 5), it
is crucial to also have the ability to change the granularityof data objects. We call these
composable data objects, ItemCapsules. The granularity ofan ItemCapsule instance
depends on the granularity of the TagCapsule instance that parametrizes it. As described
earlier in sec. 3.1, ItemCapsules are tree data-structuresthat mimic the structure of
their parametrizing TagCapsule instance. This is essential to allow efficient querying of
the ItemCapsule tree for relevant Items that are required tofulfill the data request of
executing StepCapsule instances.

6 SMP Run-time Implementation

The current C++ Capsules SMP run-time supports only composition over iteration
space.

The run-time implementation is based on a simple execution model of work queues.
Each processor or processing core is considered as a separate Processing Element (PE)
with each PE assigned a unique work queue and a work thread. The work threads con-
tinuously pop StepCapsule instances from the head of the work queue for execution,
whereas new StepCapsule instances are inserted at the tail of the queue.

Each StepCapsule instance is either a fine-grain StepCapsule instance or is a com-
posed StepCapsule instance of multiple Step/Item/Tag Capsule instances. In the case it
is an indivisible StepCapsule instance, the execution invokes the serialization schedule



of the StepCapsule and executes all the fine-grain Step instances represented by the
parametrizing TagCapsule instance. Composed StepCapsuleinstances can be operated
on in one of two ways. They can also be executed serially, requiring a serialization
schedule that would define the execution order of the inner StepCapsule instances, or
they can be used as a GC container. The inner StepCapsule instances in this case are
executed in parallel in work queues, whereas the composed StepCapsule GC container
keeps track of executed inner StepCapsules with the help of acounter. Once all inner
StepCapsule instances are done executing in parallel, the GC container and all inner
Item/Tag Capsule instances are GC’ed.

Every application execution is encapsulated in a default StepCapsule GC instance
that contains all application StepCapsule instances. Application termination is achieved
once this outermost StepCapsule GC container is GC’ed.

7 Performance Evaluation and Results

In this section we describe our evaluation methodology, test cases and results.

7.1 Evaluation Methodology

The metrics used to evaluate the application performance and the underlying Capsule
mechanisms are as follows:

The Normalized Execution Time is the ratio of the parallel execution time with
respect to the serial execution time of the original unmodified application.

The Percentage Overhead represents the fraction of the CPU time spent in the
Capsules run-time with respect to the total work done on all PEs. The run-time over-
head consists of all non-application related operations performed by the system. The
overhead percentage represents the efficiency with which the Capsules programming
model is able to execute the application in parallel.

The OProfile [10] statistical sampling tool was used to measure the run-time over-
head. Samples gathered in application functions were separated from samples captured
in the run-time to compute the application percentage overhead. Samples were captured
at every 90K clock cycle intervals with a call-graph depth size of 10.

The hardware platform used was an 8-Way SMP machine with 2 x 1.6GHz Intel
Quad Core, Core 2 Duo Clovertown processors, with 2 GB RAM. A 32bit Fedora Core
6 Linux OS with kernel 2.6.20-1.2962 was used.

7.2 Applications

We parallelized two applications using Capsules: (1) The Cascade Face Detector (FD) [19]
(fig. 2) and (2) a Stereo Vision depth (SV) algorithm [20] (fig.1).

The face detector applies a cascade of pre-computed simple facial features on a
window of fixed size in the image to detect whether a face exists in that window or not.
This detection process is performed over the entire input image by shifting the window
over theX andY axes of the image to detect faces on different locations in the image.
In order to detect faces of different sizes, the image is scaled down and the detection
process is repeated over again. This scaling and re-detection is repeated until the image
scales down to the size of the feature detection window. A post processing phase, takes
all detected faces and prunes duplicates that are close to each other.



The Stereo correlation algorithm is used to detect how far objects are placed in a
given scene. It outputs a depth map from two stereo input images. The first stage in the
algorithm consists of building multiple disparity-maps for the two input images. The
second stage re-samples the disparity-maps to find the highest disparity values. The
final stage composes the re-sampled disparity-maps to create the final depth-map.

7.3 Results
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Fig. 4. Performance, Normalized Execution Time:(left to right): Cascade Face Detector, Stereo
Vision Depth; x-axis: Increasing Granularity; y-axis: Normalized time.
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Fig. 5. Performance, Percentage Overhead:(left to right): Cascade Face Detector, Stereo Vision
Depth; x-axis: Increasing Granularity; y-axis: Percentage Overhead

Figure 4 illustrates thenormalized execution timeof the two applications on dif-
ferent number of available PEs. The x-axis for the FD graph represents the granular-
ity selected for the detection windows in both the x and y axislocation in the im-
age< ix, iy >. The total number of detection windows grouped together is therefore
the square of the granularity selected. The x-axis for the SVgraph represents a three-
dimensional granularity parameter< ix, iy, disparity >. The first-two parameters are
again thex andy pixel locations grouped together for the first phase of processing. The



third dimension disparity represents the disparity-maps grouped together for processing
of the second phase of the algorithm.

Figure 5 illustrates thepercentage overheadof all run-time mechanisms with re-
spect to the total work done by all the PEs for a given execution.

Figure 4 clearly shows that increasing the granularity on different dimensions in-
creases the performance of the application’s parallel execution regardless of the number
of PEs. Both applications speed-up by several factors with the help of granularity adjust-
ment. Furthermore, percentage overhead in fig. 5 shows that increasing the granularity
actually increases the efficiency of the parallel executionwith less overhead incurred
by the run-time. This is due to several factors. There is a total reduction in StepCap-
sule instances created during the application execution, which in-turn reduces the total
overhead due to synchronization, distribution and scheduling, and book-keeping cost.
The percentage overhead confirms the hypothesis that composability in Capsules, even
though more memory intensive due to its dynamic data-structures than other systems
such as Cilk, can be used to dynamically create efficient coarse-grain computations
to reduce the total overhead of parallelization. The fewer coarser-grain computations
reduce the overhead to useful work ratio of resources and thereby improve the applica-
tion’s efficiency in using the underlying hardware concurrency for speed-up.

Figure 4 shows that application speed-up becomes constant beyond a certain point
and does not change with further increasing granularity. A similar trend is seen in fig. 5
where the percentage overhead does not go down any further beyond increasing the
granularity after a certain point. This is due to the fact that the dynamic data-structures
required to enable coarse-grain computations begin to out-weigh the marginal gain
achieved by reducing the cost of parallelization.

8 Conclusion

We introduceCapsules, a parallel programming model that brings together two distinct
forms of composability namely,composability over computation spaceandcompos-
ability over iteration space. Composability at the programming model level enable a
user to dynamically adjust the granularity of parallel tasks and reduce system overhead.
We show in our experiments that overhead due to synchronization and run-time book-
keeping costs can be minimized by adjusting the granularityof an application’s concur-
rent tasks and moving the synchronization points to the boundary of those coarse-grain
computations. Overall, composability at the programming model level enables the ap-
plication developer to write a parallel application once, and tune its granularity param-
eters later to extract the optimal amount of potential application parallelism required to
efficiently utilize the hardware concurrency.
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